Finca Las Mariposas
Brigitte & Marcel Bossart
Camino de la Cueva 2
38416 Los Realejos - Tigaiga

Homepage:
www.fincamariposas.com
www.fincamariposas.de
Tel. +34 922 34 09 34
Email:
info@fincamariposas.com
GPS Position: 28.387663,-16.597981

Directions to Finca Mariposas, Los Realejos – Tigaiga
Access from south-airport (approx. 98km, 1 hrs driving time):

Take the Autopista del Sur north towards Santa Cruz. After approx. 55 km exit right (exit 6) to motorway
TF2, direction La Laguna – Aeropuerto Notre (TF2). If you miss it you will have another chance after some
4-5km in the center of Santa Cruz. There you shall follow the signs to TF5 > north.

The motorway now climbs up the hill with several curves. Once it gets flat again, (you will see Ikea to the
left) change to the left lane (else you end up again in Santa Cruz down town)!

After the tunnel, you now enter TF5 Autopista del Norte. Stay on the motorway until it ends. At the last
exit (39) change again to the left lane towards Icod de los Vinos. (right lane goes to Los Realejos city).

After approx. 1 km on the two lane expressway, you will enter a tunnel. Right at the end of the tunnel
take the exit right to San Vicente - Tigaiga.
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Just some 50m later a street turns sharp right up hill towards Tigaiga.

Follow this street Calle San Vicente until you see dragon trees / church. Continue the street that passes
the church on the right. At the end, on a little square, turn right onto the Camino Icod el Alto. This street
goes now more or less flat along the hill slope, passes a new roundabout and enters the Calle Barroso
(On the left, you may see the yellowish Restaurant “Me Gusta”) which you pass again on the right.
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Follow again more or less straight along the hill slope to the Calle Tigotan. Approx. 500m after the
Restaurant you will see a chain link fence. At the end, you will see a small road leading downwards (our
street with a sign „Caserio La Cueva“. Aprrox. 300m down the hill and you will be in front of our Finca (on
the right).
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Directions from north airport, 35km approx. 30 minutes:
At the exit of the north airport take the entrance to motorway TF 5 direction Puerto de la Cruz (not Santa
Cruz). On the motorway continue to the end of the motorway and then proceed as described above
towards the Finca.

Roundabout at the exit of the north airport:
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Local tips:
The Restaurant „Me Gusta“ is a very decent
place to dine quit close to the Finca. Hotel Bentor
offers also decent local food in it‘s Restaurant.
Next to the church, you will find a Bar and a
pharmacy.

A large shopping mall (La Villa) can be found
at exit 36 (10 minutes by car) with a large
Supermarket “Alcampo”.

Smaller grocery stores, smaller supermarkets, banks in the neighborhood:
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Public transport (the public bus company on tenerife is Titsa)
Directions from the south airport (goes through north airport):
Take bus 343 from south airport to the north airport.

From north airport:
Version 1 = Take bus 107 or 108 to Emp. Realejos (#4189)
Version 2 = from south airport continue with the same bus (343) to the final destination Puerto de la
Cruz (Bus station). From there, you can take either one of the following ones to Emp. Realejos 354, 363
or 391 (approx. 5Km).
From Emp. Realejos take bus 380 until bus stop Plaza Ermita Concepcion #4968 ( Tigaiga). Our street is
From P. Ermita walk back approx. 80m and then turn left down.

The link below shows you the timetable of line 380
http://www.titsa.com/index.php?accion=linea&IdLinea=380

You can „install“ www.titsa.com on your smartphone. It is not really
an app but a „smartphone friendly“ version where you can search for
bus stops and connections / timetables.
There is also a „true“ app from the appstore called „GuaguApp“.
The busses are called „Guaguas“ by the locals.
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Furthermore, if you click on a bus symbol on Google Maps, it shows you which busses leave from this
stop and when the next bus is expected. Clicking the framed bus line number shows further details.

Top: Map and picture when arriving from the Finca to „Emprealejos“, on the bottom arriving from Puerto and / or
from the airports.

The official homepage of Titsa is www.titsa.com. There is a „english“ verision, but in the detail
pages it is mainly spanish.
Taxi
the ab
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From Puerto by Taxi to Finca is approx. 10km, from
bus station Los Realejos – “Emprealejos” approx. 3-5km.
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Return by car to the south airport:
If by chance you need to go to the airport in the
middle of the night, got no time to loose anyway,
it is quite annoying to miss an exit. Near Santa Cruz,
this can happen twice relatively easy.

The first point is the exit from TF5 to the TF2.
Once you have passed exit 8, you need to get on the
exiting lane towards exit 7. On this exiting lane, there
is another sharp exit towards TF2 which you should
not miss (1)!
Some 4 km later, is the second critical point (2) Just
stay on right lane, the left lane goes to Santa Cruz,
the exit on the right to the local suburbs.
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